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SUMMARY
Flexible navigation relies on a cognitive map of space, thought to be implemented by hippocampal place
cells: neurons that exhibit location-specific firing. In connected environments, optimal navigation requires
keeping track of one’s location and of the available connections between subspaces. We examined whether
the dorsal CA1 place cells of rats encode environmental connectivity in four geometrically identical boxes ar-
ranged in a square. Rats moved between boxes by pushing saloon-type doors that could be locked in one or
both directions. Although rats demonstrated knowledge of environmental connectivity, their place cells did
not respond to connectivity changes, nor did they represent doorways differently from other locations. Place
cells coded location in a global reference frame, with a different map for each box and minimal repetitive
fields despite the repetitive geometry. These results suggest that CA1 place cells provide a spatial map
that does not explicitly include connectivity.
INTRODUCTION

Real-world navigation involves traversing complex environ-

ments. How are these represented by the brain? Environmental

features can be contextual (e.g., color and odor), topographic

(e.g., angles and distances), or topologic (relationships pre-

served through deformation: containment, adjacency, connec-

tivity). Hippocampal place cells, with their location-specific

firing,1 are thought to form the basis of a cognitive map underly-

ing spatial memory and flexible navigation.2 Place cells encode

topographical and contextual information, specifically environ-

ment geometry,3,4 color,5 texture,6 and size.7,8 Topology could

be encoded implicitly in the co-firing9,10 or ensemble activity11

of place cell activity. Here, we investigated whether they encode

connectivity changes explicitly in their firing rate and location.

Barriers change the firing of nearby place cells.8,12,13 Such

local remapping is consistent with the predictions of the bound-

ary vector cell (BVC) model, whereby place cells are driven by

neurons sensitive to boundaries.14,15 Another recent proposal

suggests that place cells form a predictive map or ‘‘successor

representation’’ of environments.16,17 In this view, altering con-

nectivity impacts future states, thus changing the firing of local

firing fields (‘‘place fields’’). To our knowledge, no experiment

has directly investigated the effect of connectivity changes on

hippocampal activity while maintaining geometry and controlling

for behavioral changes known to influence place cells such as

movement direction18,19 or running speed.20
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To test this, we used an environment with four geometrically

identical boxes connected by pushable doors. Environmental

connectivity could be seamlessly modified by locking doors.

We trained rats in a task alternating goal-directed navigation to

a sound-cued box and pseudo-random foraging in that box.

Rats demonstrated knowledge of connectivity, but the firing of

their place cells did not change with connectivity. Place cells

instead represented spatial location in a global reference frame,

discriminating between boxes.

RESULTS

Performance in the four-room navigation task
Behavioral data were obtained from 5 rats in the ‘‘four-room’’

environment (see Figures 1 and S1; Video S1; STAR methods,

‘‘Training’’ and ‘‘Task’’) in two different sequences of ses-

sions. Both started with two control sessions with all doors

unlocked, followed by two test sessions where either one of

the doors was locked both ways (‘‘Closed-Door’’ sequence,

Figure 1B) or all doors were locked one way (‘‘One-Way’’

sequence) (Figure 1C), and ended with a final control session.

Sessions consisted of 12 trials. For each trial, the experi-

menter rang a bell attached to a chosen goal box and threw

food in that box until the rat finished foraging. Rats continu-

ously alternated between foraging within a box and ‘‘goal-

directed’’ trajectories between boxes. This allowed homoge-

neous spatial sampling and avoided the use of a response
rch 22, 2021 ª 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 1221
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Figure 1. Protocol and behavior showing connectivity knowledge

(A) Photographs of (1) the maze, note the bells attached to each box. The same goal box order was used for all 5 sessions of a sequence. See Figure S1A. (2) Rat

pushing a one-way door; (3) rat on the elevated platform, (4) normal door, (5) ‘‘dummy’’ door, and (6) rat passing through an open door.

(B) Closed-Door sequence protocol. Stop signs indicate locked doors.

(C) One-Way sequence protocol. Blue arrows indicate the open direction with the other direction locked.

(D and E) Normalized number of pushes on a door side for control doors (in O1–3, doors that will be or were locked), locked doors (same doors but in C1 and C2),

or open doors, averaged over sessions.

(F and G) Same as (D) and (E) separated by session quarters. See also Figures S1D, S1E, and S1I.

(H) Example trials: black markers indicate rat position when the bell rang; bell symbol indicates origin of the sound. Thick gray lines show trajectories classified as

foraging. Black lines show goal-directed trajectories.

For (I)–(M), Closed-Door and One-Way sequences are combined.

(I) Average time spent in each box in each session.

(J) Average movement speed 1 s before or after a bell sound.

(K) Average time between bell sound and next door push.

(L) Proportion of optimal first door pushes after a bell sound, separated by optimal distance between start and goal box (1 = adjacent boxes). Gray line indicates

chance level.

(M) Proportion of correct first foraging choices. Chance level (gray) is 33%, excluding the initial box.

See Figures S1F and S1G for plots separated by sequence type. Here and later, error bars indicate standard error of the mean and *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p <

0.001. See also Video S1 and Figure S1.
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strategy not necessarily engaging the hippocampus.21,22 Tra-

jectories were automatically classified (Figures 1H and S3A;

STAR methods, ‘‘Behavior categorization’’). Sessions lasted
1222 Current Biology 31, 1221–1233, March 22, 2021
23 min on average with a 10-min rest period between them.

We used 19 Closed-Door sequences and 11 One-Way se-

quences (Table S1).



Table 1. Statistics for Figure 1

Panel and dependent variable Omnibus test

Effect of group

(closed/control

or open)

Effect of session

(O1, O2, C1, .)

Interaction

group X

session

Post hoc

tests across

groups

(correcteda)

D, pushes/door/min Two-way repeated-

measures ANOVA

F(1, 72) = 40.6,

p < 0.001

F(4, 72) = 7.6,

p < 0.001

F(4, 72) = 27.9,

p < 0.001

C1: p < 0.001

C2: p < 0.001

O3: p = 0.021

All other p > 0.75

E, pushes/door/min F(1, 40) = 7.2,

p = 0.022

F(4, 40) = 2.6,

p = 0.053

F(4, 40) = 21.4,

p < 0.001

C1: p < 0.001

C2: p < 0.001

O3: p < 0.006

all other p > 0.15

D versus E Group = Closed-D

oor versus One-Way

F(1, 140) = 7.9,

p = 0.0056

F(4, 140) = 32.5,

p < 0.001

F(4, 140) = 7.5,

p < 0.001

C1: p = 0.0016,

Closed-Door versus O

ne-Way difference

All other p > 0.13

F F(1, 54) = 0.5,

p = 0.493

F(3, 54) = 0.7,

p = 0.576

F(3, 54) = 0.4,

p = 0.772

N/A

Session quarter

pushes/door/min, O1

F F(1, 54) = 2.6,

p = 0.126

F(3, 54) = 5.0,

p = 0.004

F(3, 54) = 0.7,

p = 0.553

N/A

Session quarter

pushes/door/min, O2

F F(1, 54) = 53.5,

p < 0.001

F(3, 54) = 23.6,

p < 0.001

F(3, 54) = 0.9,

p = 0.434

Q1: p = 0.044

Q2: p = 0.003

Q3: p = 0.002

Session quarter

pushes/door/min, C1

Q4: p < 0.001

F F(1, 54) = 102.1,

p < 0.001

F(3, 54) = 9.3,

p < 0.001

F(3, 54) = 1.6,

p = 0.192

All p < 0.001

Session quarter

pushes/door/min, C2

G F(1, 30) = 3.0,

p = 0.117

F(3, 30) = 2.7,

p = 0.064

F(3, 30) = 0.2,

p = 0.900

N/A

Session quarter

pushes/door/min, O1

G F(1, 30) = 0.9,

p = 0.367

F(3, 30) = 2.9,

p = 0.0497

F(3, 30) = 0.0,

p = 0.994

N/A

Session quarter

pushes/door/min, O2

G F(1, 30) = 40.4,

p < 0.001

F(3, 30) = 9.0,

p < 0.001

F(3, 30) = 4.2,

p = 0.014

All p < 0.001

Session quarter

pushes/door/min, C1

G F(1, 30) = 97.4,

p < 0.001

F(3, 30) = 4.8,

p = 0.007

F(3, 30) = 1.1,

p = 0.371

All p < 0.001

Session quarter

pushes/door/min, C2

I F(3, 216) = 1.2,

p = 0.300

F(4, 216) = 1.2,

p = 0.340

F(12, 216) = 1.0,

p = 0.430

N/A

Time per box in every

session

J F(1, 116) = 46.9,

p < 0.001

F(4, 116) = 9.7,

p < 0.001

F(4, 116) = 2.2,

p = 0.072

All p < 0.001

Speed change

post- bell

K F(1, 116) = 183.6,

p < 0.001

F(4, 116) = 2.6,

p = 0.042

F(4, 116) = 8.1,

p < 0.001

All p < 0.001

Time to door push

post-bell

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Panel and dependent variable Omnibus test

Effect of group

(closed/control

or open)

Effect of session

(O1, O2, C1, .)

Interaction

group X

session

Post hoc

tests across

groups

(correcteda)

L independent

1-sample t tests

with Holm-

Bonferroni

correction

compared to

chance (1/2): from

left to right: p > 0.99,

p = 0.003, p < 0.001,

p < 0.001, p > 0.99,

p > 0.99, p < 001,

p > 0.99, p > 0.99,

p > 0.99

Correct first door

choices post-bell

M compared to

chance (1/3): From

left to right: p < 0.001,

p = 0.002, p < 0.001,

p > 0.99, p < 0.001,

p > 0.99, p > 0.99,

p < 0.001, p > 0.99,

p > 0.99, p < 0.001,

p > 0.99

Correct first foraging

post-bell

aNote: post hoc tests were based on estimated marginal means and corrected using the Tukey-Kramer method.
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Rats rapidly learned spatial connectivity changes
In both sequences, rats pushed on all doors equally in the first (O1)

and second (O2) control sessions but significantly less on locked

doors in the third and fourth sessions (C1 andC2) (STARmethods,

‘‘Event flags’’; Table1 for statistics).Althoughall doors reopened in

the 5th session (O3), rats still pushed less on the previously locked

doors, indicating long-term memory for door state and an incom-

plete updating of connectivity; for this reason, our analyses do not

generally rely on session O3. These effects hold across individual

rats (Figure S1E). Rats pushed significantly less on locked door

sides in the C1 session in One-Way sequences compared to

Closed-Door sequences, suggestingbetter knowledgeofconnec-

tivity in One-Way sequences. Rats discriminated between locked

and open doors from the first time quarter of sessions, indicating

fast learning (Figures 1F, 1G, and S1D).

Rats associated the bell with a change in goal
We next assessed rats’ knowledge of the task; see Figure 1H for

representative trial trajectories. Session duration and time per

box did not significantly vary with session (p > 0.05 in all cases,

univariate ANOVA) (Figure 1I; Table 1 for all statistics). Rats ran

faster and were more likely to push on a door after a bell sound

(Figures 1J and 1K). The first door that rats interacted with

following a bell sound tended to be the optimal one, but this

was not statistically significant for all conditions (Figure 1L). The

first box rats foraged in following a bell sound was the correct

one only when adjacent to the start (Figure 1M), suggesting that

rats often foraged in boxeson theway to thegoal. Data separated

by sequence type are shown in Figures S1F and S1G. In sum-

mary, rats seemed aware that the bell sound indicated a new

goal and usually, but not always, chose the optimal path to it.

Place cell activity in the four-room environment
We recorded CA1 extracellular activity from the same 5 rats and

30 sequences of sessions. Only putative CA1 place cells were
1224 Current Biology 31, 1221–1233, March 22, 2021
analyzed (STAR methods, ‘‘Unit classification,’’ ‘‘Firing rate

maps and spatial information,’’ and ‘‘Histology;’’ Figures S1B

and S1C). We recorded 261 place cells in Closed-Door (out of

325 neurons, 80.3%) and 161 place cells in One-Way (out of

232 neurons, 69.4%) sequences; these proportions were not

statistically different (c2(1) = 0.021, p = 0.89, chi-square test of

expected proportions). Tables S1 and S2 and Figure S2 show

sequence and cell counts, cluster quality measures, and

example cells, respectively.
Place cells did not respond to spatial connectivity
changes
Ourmain hypothesis was that CA1 place cells, as the neural sub-

strate of a cognitive map, explicitly encode environmental con-

nectivity. As behavior during goal-directed transitions would

strongly differ depending on connectivity, which might spuri-

ously influence place cell firing, we analyzed only foraging pe-

riods unless otherwise specified (see Figure S1H). Although the

firing rate of cells generally increased in the goal-directed phase

(Figure S3C) this was likely linked to an increase in movement

speed (Figure S3B). There was no global spatial remapping be-

tween the two task phases (Figures S3D and S3E).

We first asked whether place cells globally encoded connec-

tivity status by comparing firing rate maps between sessions

(Figures 2B and 2H; STAR methods, ‘‘Rate map correlations;’’

Table 2 for statistical results). Correlations between consecutive

sessions were high and correlations between sessions O2-C1,

where connectivity changed, were not different from O1-O2,

which had identical connectivity (Figures 2C and 2I). Instead,

correlations significantly decreased with time (Figures 2D and

2J), coherent with past findings.23 We next focused on activity

local to the changes (25 cm radius around doors, Figures 2A

and 2G). There were no significant differences between O1-O2

and O2-C1 correlations, either for Closed-Door (Figure 2E) or

One-Way (Figure 2K) sequences. We also examined rate



Figure 2. Place cell firing was not altered by connectivity changes

Analyses exclude goal-directed epochs. See Figures S4A–S4L for analysis of pyramidal non-place cells.

(A) Example cell fromClosed-Door sequences. (Top) Foraging rate maps, colors indicate firing rate, number indicates maximum rate, non-shaded areas are used

in the doorway correlation analysis in (E), and red circled areas correspond to the locked door. (Bottom) Foraging spike plots, gray: trajectory, red: spikes. See

also Figure S2.

(B) Matrix of cell-averaged rate map correlations between all sessions.

(C) Comparison of correlations between two open sessions (O1&O2) and one open and one locked (O2&C1).

(D) Correlations between rate maps as a function of number of sessions between them, 0 = consecutive sessions (O1&O2, O2&C1, etc.), 1 = pairs with 1 session

between them (O1&C1, C1&O3, etc.), etc.

(E) Correlations focusing on 25 cm around doors.

(legend continued on next page)
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Table 2. Statistics for Figure 2

Panel and dependent variable Omnibus test

Effect of group (closed/

control or open) Effect of session

Interaction

group 3 session

Post hoc tests across

groups (correcteda)

C one-way ANOVA N/A F(1, 509) = 6.0,

p = 0.015

N/A N/A

Correlations

O1-O2 versus O2-C1

D one-way ANOVA N/A F(3, 1017) = 30.4,

p < 0.001

N/A 1v2: p = 0.003 1v3:

p < 0.001 1v4:

p < 0.001 2v3:

p = 0.030 2v4:

p < 0.001 3v4:

p = 0.020

Correlations over

sessions/time

E two-way ANOVA F(1, 1238) = 1.6,

p = 0.212

F(2, 1238) = 1.7,

p = 0.190

F(2, 1238) = 0.9,

p = 0.400

N/A

Doorway correlations

F one-way ANOVA N/A F(2, 598) = 11.0,

p < 0.001

N/A O1vsO2 versus

O2vsC1: p = 0.004

O1vsO2 versus

C1vsC2: p < 0.001

All other p > 0.30

Fuhs rate remapping metric

I one-way ANOVA N/A F(1, 509) = 6.0,

p = 0.015

N/A N/A

Correlations

O1-O2 versus O2-C1

J one-way ANOVA N/A F(3, 602) = 13.8,

p < 0.001

N/A 1v2: p = 0.022 1v3:

p < 0.001 1v4:

p < 0.001 2v4:

p = 0.005 All other

p > 0.25

Correlations over

sessions/time

K two-way ANOVA F(1, 774) = 1.2,

p = 0.274

F(2, 774) = 4.2,

p = 0.015

F(2, 774) = 0.2,

p = 0.849

N/A

Doorway correlations

L one-way ANOVA N/A F(2, 330) = 0.2,

p = 0.78

N/A N/A

Fuhs rate remapping

metric
aNote: all post hoc tests were based on estimated marginal means and corrected using the Tukey-Kramer method.
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remapping3 by using a normalized index that equals 0 for iden-

tical fields and approaches 1 when the firing rate differs24

(STAR methods, ‘‘Firing rate remapping’’). Rate remapping did

not increase when comparing O2-C1 to O1-O2 (Figures 2F and

2L), indicating that the population of place cells did not encode

a change of connectivity in their firing rates. Similar results

were found when analyzing pyramidal non-place cells, with the

exception of the time effect (Figures S4A–S4L).

Individual place cells did not remap with connectivity
changes
We then computed remapping indices for individual cells by

comparing the correlations between consecutive sessions to a

shuffle (Figure2M;STARmethods, ‘‘Individual remappingbetween
(F) The rate remapping index significantly decreased for the comparisons with the c

was modified.

(G–L) Same presentation as (A)–(F) for One-Way sequences, with similar results.

(M) Example foraging rate maps.

(N) Histograms showing remapping patterns for all place cells. Red axis labels h

nectivity.

(O) Similar to (N) but only for cells with a field within 25 cm of the locked door(s).

See also Video S2 for activity plots of all used place cells, Figures S2–S4.

1226 Current Biology 31, 1221–1233, March 22, 2021
sessions’’). In Closed-Door sequences, only 13 place cells (4.5%)

had a pattern indicative of connectivity remapping (Figure 2N).

Because these numbers were equivalent to or lower than those

of cells remapping between O1 and O2, they do not appear to

reflect any connectivity-specific effect. Most cells were signifi-

cantly more stable than chance (203, 77.8%). Similar results

were found for cells with a field near locked doors (Figure 2O)

with3outof 56 (5.4%)connectivity-remappingcells.Similar results

were obtained for One-Way (Figures 2N and 2O) sequences.

Spatial connectivity changes did not alter place field
properties
We next analyzed individual place fields (STAR methods, ‘‘Place

fields’’). All field centroids are shown in Figures 3A and 3E. The
onnectivity change indicating less, notmore, remapping when the connectivity

ighlight conditions where remapping could be attributed to a change of con-



Figure 3. No door overrepresentation and no change in place field properties around locked doors

(A)–(N) use foraging epochs only, while (O)–(U) also uses goal-directed epochs. See also Figure S5.

(A) Spatial distribution of all place field centroids for Closed-Door sequences centered on door location.

(B) Number of place fields in each session.

(C) Proportion of fields within 25 cm of a door.

(legend continued on next page)
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number of fields active (Figures 3B and 3F) or close to locked

doors (Figures 3C and 3G) did not change across sessions (Table

3 for all statistics). Place fieldsmight over-represent doors, as re-

ported previously for entryways into compartments.4,25 We

compared the density of place fields around doors, peripheral

‘‘dummy’’ doors, and inside boxes to numbers expected from

a uniform distribution and found that place fields did not signifi-

cantly overrepresent any of these locations (Figures 3D and 3H;

STAR methods, ‘‘Place field overrepresentation’’).

Place field size (STAR methods, ‘‘Place field firing rate and

area’’) also did not significantly change across sessions and

fields next to locked doors did not change in size more than

those next to unchanged doors (Figures 3I, 3J, 3L, and 3M). Simi-

larly, there was no difference in local firing rate (Figures 3K and

3N). We also investigated whether place fields moved in

response to a locked door by tracking absolute centroid shift

across sessions. Fields shifted more between O1 versus O2

than between O2 and C1, indicating that connectivity changes

do not specifically induce field displacement (see STAR

methods, ‘‘Field distance to doorway’’ and Figure S5).

Wenext askedwhether fields extent acrossdoors changedwith

connectivity (STAR methods, ‘‘Place field extent across doors’’).

Focusing only on local fields (centroid in a 25 cm radius from the

changing door), we computed a ‘‘bridge index’’ as the difference

between the area on each side of a door normalized by the total

area (Figure 3O). This index ranges from 0 (no crossing) to 1 (equal

split). For visualization, we extracted the length of the field extent

on the axis orthogonal to the door axis. Goal-directed data were

included to ensure that fields would not be artificially split. We first

found thatmost place fields did not extend through doors, as indi-

cated by amajority of zero values (Figures 3P and 3Q). There were

no significant differences in bridge index between sessions

(Closed-Door: c2(4,406) = 1.6, p > 0.80; One-Way: c2(4,917) =

1.7,p>0.70;Kruskal-Wallis tests) (Figures3Rand3T). Thepropor-

tion of fields exhibiting a bridge index of zero inO2 andC1 also did

not differ significantly (Closed-Door: z=�0.39, p=0.70;One-Way:

z = 1.06, p = 0.29, Z-score tests of two population proportions)

(Figures 3S and 3U). Finally, an analysis of average place cell firing

whenenteringabox foundnoeffectof thenumberofavailablecon-

nections in that box (Figures S4M and S4N).

Place cells encoded position mainly in a global
reference frame
In previous experiments using four connected compartments

with identical orientation and geometry, most place cells fired
(D) Number of detected or expected fields around doors or dummy doors or insi

(E–H) Same as (A)–(D) but for One-Way sequences.

(I) Contour maps showing proportion of all fields active in each pixel around doo

(J) Field area either for all data (left) or only next to a door (right).

(K) Mean infield firing rate across sessions for all data (left) or only door place fie

(L–N) Same as (I)–(K) but for One-Way sequences.

(O) Example rate maps (O2 and C1) fromOne-Way (bottom right) and Closed-Doo

analyzed. Below are maze schematics with fields represented by a blue polygon

(P) For visualization, all door fields from the Closed-Door sequence. Lines show

along this axis. Fields are sorted from bottom to top from high to low bridge inde

(R) Closed-Door bridge indices in all sessions.

(S) Proportion of fields with a bridge index of 0 in each session.

(Q, T, and U) Same as (P), (R), and (S) for One-Way sequences. The arrow indica

See also Figure S5.

1228 Current Biology 31, 1221–1233, March 22, 2021
in the same place in each compartment,4,25,26 and rats were

impaired in a spatial task.4 To assess how place cells encode

the four-room environment, we first quantified the number of

place fields per cell: more than 50% of cells had 3 or

less detected place fields (Figure 4A) suggesting that place field

repetition was uncommon. We computed the average

correlation between maps for every box (Figure 4B). Diagonal

bands of high correlations indicated that box representations

were highly self-similar across sessions but not between

different boxes (self versus other boxes, Closed-Door: t(182) =

58.7, p < 0.001; One-Way: t(182) = 58.4, p < 0.001, two-sample

t tests). Correlations were also not higher for adjacent boxes than

diagonally opposite ones (Closed-Door (O2): F(1, 506) = 0.1, p =

0.78; Closed-Door (C1): F(1,502) = 0, p = 0.84; One-Way (O2):

F(1,290) = 0, p = 0.93; One-Way (C1): F(1,301) = 0.6, p = 0.46,

One-Way ANOVAs) (Figure 4C; STAR methods, ‘‘Firing rate

maps and spatial information’’).

We next focused on the distribution of cross-box correlations

for O2 only (Figure 4D, blue distribution). It was skewed toward

low values (median 0.10) in contrast to experiments reporting

place field repetition (median correlations >0.5).4,25,26 We de-

signed shuffles to simulate cross-box correlations expected

under different outcomes: non-repeating or repeating fields in

2, 3, or all 4 compartments (STAR methods, ‘‘Place field repe-

tition’’). Data differed significantly from all shuffle distributions

except for 2 repeating fields (Figure 4D) (p > 0.05, p < 0.001

in all other cases, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests,

Holm-Bonferroni corrected), indicating a small but higher than

chance amount of field repetition. When cells were classified

by place field number, all correlation distributions with more

than one field presented a bimodality, revealing a small sub-

population of cells with high (>0.5) correlation values indicative

of repeating fields (Figure 4E; see Figures S6A and S6B for One-

Way sequences). Thus, place field repetition is on a continuum:

although most place cells did not repeat, some did in varying

subsets of the boxes. Cells exhibiting repeating fields could

be co-recorded with non-repeating ones, and some cells ex-

pressed repeating as well as non-repeating fields (Figures 4D

and 4E). This pattern did not change with connectivity (Figures

S6C and S6D).

To further assess whether place cells implemented a global

coding of space, we decoded box quadrants from firing activity

using Bayesian decoding27,28 (STAR methods, ‘‘Bayesian de-

coding of box quadrants’’) (Figure 4F). This analysis used both

foraging and goal-directed data. To avoid overfitting,29 we
de a box.

rs.

lds (right).

r (others) sequences with a field around a changed door—only such fields were

and doors as a red line. Text gives the bridge index of each field.

field extent along the axis perpendicular to the door; circles give field centroid

x.

tes the open direction.



Table 3. Statistics for Figure 3

Panel and dependent variable Omnibus test

Result (B–H) or

effect of session

(J–N)

Effect of group

(J–N)

Post Hoc tests across

groups (correcteda,

B–H) or interaction

group 3 session

(J–N)

B chi-square test of equal

prop

X2(4, n= 4,898) = 1.58,

p = 0.810

N/A N/A

Fields per session, Closed-Door

C chi-square test of equal

prop (chance 50%)

N/A All p > 0.99 All p > 0.99

Fields closed/open boxes Closed-Door

D chi-square test of equal

prop (compared to

expected)

X2(2, n = 951) = 3.59,

p = 0.170

All p > 0.99 All p > 0.99

Place field over- or under-representation,

Closed-Door O2

D chi-square test of equal

prop (compared to

expected)

X2(2, n = 951) = 5.14,

p = 0.077

N/A N/A

Place field over- or under-representation,

Closed-Door C1

F chi-square test of equal

prop

X2(4, n = 2,811) = 3.24,

p = 0.520

N/A N/A

Fields per session protocol One-Way

G chi-square test of equal

prop (chance 50%)

N/A All p > 0.99 All p > 0.99

Fields closed/open boxes One-Way

H chi-square test of equal

prop (compared to

expected)

X2(2, n = 560) = 6.10,

p = 0.047

All p > 0.99 All p > 0.99

Place field over- or under-representation,

One-Way O2

H chi-square test of equal

prop (compared to

expected)

X2(2, n = 560) = 8.19,

p = 0.017

All p > 0.99 All p > 0.99

Place field over- or under-representation,

One-Way C1

J left one-way ANOVA F(4, 4893) = 0.7,

p = 0.590

N/A N/A

Field area between sessions, Closed-Door

J right two-way ANOVA F(4, 1537) = 1.8,

p = 0.120

F(1, 1537) = 2.8,

p = 0.100

F(4, 1537) = 1.4,

p = 0.230Field area per session per doorway,

Closed-Door

K left one-way ANOVA F(4, 4893) = 1.4,

p = 0.227

N/A N/A

Field frate between sessions, Closed-Door

K right two-way ANOVA F(4, 1537) = 0.3,

p = 0.910

F(1, 1537) = 0.1,

p = 0.770

F(4, 1537) = 0.8,

p = 0.510Field frate per session per doorway,

Closed-Door

M left one-way ANOVA F(4, 2806) = 0.9,

p = 0.470

N/A N/A

Field area between sessions, One-Way

M right two-way ANOVA F(4, 887) = 0.4,

p = 0.840

F(1, 887) = 0.1,

p = 0.710

F(4, 887) = 1.9,

p = 0.110Field area per session per doorway, One-

Way

N left one-way ANOVA F(4, 2806) = 0.7,

p = 0.610

N/A N/A

Field frate between sessions, One-Way

N right two-way ANOVA F(4, 887) = 1.1,

p = 0.360

F(1, 887) = 0.0,

p = 0.900

F(4, 887) = 0.9,

p = 0.440Field frate per session per doorway, One-

Way
aPost hoc tests were individual chi-square tests of equal proportions, and p values were corrected using the Holm-Bonferroni method (rejected results

are represented as p > 0.99, remaining values are not adjusted).
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used maps from O1 (or O2) to decode the instantaneous firing in

O2 (or C1, respectively). In all ‘‘confusion matrices,’’ we

observed a clear diagonal (Figure 4G), indicating accurate de-

coding to the correct box and quadrant. The average decoding

values on the diagonal were above chance, whereas other cate-

gories (decoding of correct quadrant in wrong box, or incorrect
quadrant in correct box) were not (Figure 4H). We also compared

the probability of correct decoding between O1-O2 and O2-C1

conditions, for Closed-Door sequences: if the activity changed

with connectivity, decoding performancewould dropwhen using

O2 maps to decode C1 data (Figure 4H); instead, we found no

significant difference (t(8) = �1.60, p = 0.147, paired t test). No
Current Biology 31, 1221–1233, March 22, 2021 1229



Figure 4. Most place cells encode global position in the four-room maze

(A) Percentage of place cells grouped by number of detected place fields.

(B) Cross-box correlation matrices averaged over all place cells.

(C) Paired rate map correlations between adjacent or diagonal boxes.

(D) (D) and (E) show data for O2, Closed-Door sequences. Shown on top, example rate maps (all data) with corresponding correlation values from the data

distribution (blue). On the bottom left, the blue distribution represents cross-box correlation values for session O2. Other distributions represent shuffles

simulating the correlations expected for different field repetitions. x axis markers indicate the distribution medians. On the bottom right, the same data is pre-

sented as empirical cumulative distribution functions; shaded areas represent lower and upper confidence intervals.

(E) Top, example rate maps for each place field category. Shown on the bottom, cross-box correlations scores for all data, separated by number of fields; dots

correspond to individual place cells, and data distributions are shown as violin plots with median in red and quartiles in black.

(F) Box quadrants used for Bayesian decoding with example binned position data.

(G) Mean confusion matrices from sequences with at least 15 simultaneously recorded place cells from Closed-Door (n = 9) and One-Way (n = 3) sequences; see

Figure S7.

(H) Average decoding performance for different categories (see inset). Points indicate session-average probabilities per quadrant for each category. Red line

indicates chance performance (1/16 quadrants).

See also Figures S6 and S7.
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test was run on One-Way sequences given the small sample size

(3 sessions), but the distributions appear similar.

In summary, the population of place cells represented position

with amostly different map for each room, and this was indepen-

dent of connectivity status.

DISCUSSION

We testedwhether hippocampal CA1 place cells encode changes

in the connectivity of a four-room environment in their firing rate

patterns. Although we found that rats rapidly learned connectivity

changes and place cells accurately encoded global location (inter-

mixed with a subset showing local coding), we found no evidence

for connectivity encoding. Our results clarify the extent to which

CA1 contributes to representing connected environments, which

will aid the refinement of models of hippocampal mechanisms.
1230 Current Biology 31, 1221–1233, March 22, 2021
Navigation in connected spaces
Rats and humans can flexibly adapt to changes in environmental

connectivity.13,30–39 Here, rats adapted to the locked or un-

locked status of doors, even door sides, in the absence of

directly perceivable changes. Importantly, their bias toward

open doors persisted into the last session suggesting learning

of connectivity.13 The observation of direct, detour-like trajec-

tories around locked doors suggest rats were using a map-

based strategy,2,40 but future experiments would help assess

this as trajectories were not always significantly optimal, which

could be due to the low cost of foraging.

Place cells do not explicitly encode spatial connectivity
Environmental connectivity has long been seen as an integral part

of the cognitive map.30,41,42 Here, a very small proportion of place

cells remapped when connectivity changed, not more than when
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it was unchanged, suggesting non-specificity to connectivity up-

dating but perhaps latent time coding.23,43 We did not detect

any effects of changing the connectivity in spatial correlations,

firing rates, field locations, field sizes, or field extent through door-

ways, even on activity local to the changed doors. Doors were not

overrepresented, in contrast to previous studies with open door-

ways.25,44 Thus, after controlling for confounding factors, such

as occupancy, speed, and movement direction (by analyzing

comparable behavior), time (by comparing pairs of sessions sepa-

rated by a similar time difference), and geometry (by locking exist-

ing doors instead of introducing a new barrier), we found no evi-

dence of explicit encoding of connectivity by CA1 place cells.

In contrast, a past study13 found local remapping after intro-

ducing a barrier creating a detour; however, this experimental

manipulation also changed the rats’ behavior and environmental

geometry, both of which could have impacted place cells.12,14,15

Opening a path might be encoded differently from closing one as

CA3 remapping happened far from a new shortcut,32 which we

could not test in this experiment. Thus, environmental connectivity

could be encoded inCA3, in the subiculum45,46 or themedial ento-

rhinal cortex.47,48Theprefrontal cortexcouldbe involved,as its ac-

tivity levels vary depending on available spatial connections in hu-

mans.49,50 Finally, connectivity could be encoded implicitly either

in the co-firing of place cells9 or in non-local population phenom-

ena such as place cell ‘‘replay’’11,51,52; this could be examined in

future experiments simultaneously recording many cells.53

Implications for models of place cell dynamics
The successor representation (SR) model proposes that place

cells instantiate a predictivemap, representing each state, or po-

sition, in terms of its successor states, or possible future posi-

tions.16,54 It predicts changes in place cell firing when transitions

become blocked (Figures 2, 3, and S3 in Stachenfeld et al.16) and

reproduces experimental findings happening on a timescale

similar to our study.13 However, we found no evidence of such

changes. The patterns of place cell dynamics best explained

by the SR model might be observed under repetitive behaviors

linked to more consistent policies.

TheBVCmodel explainsplacefield repetitionandoverrepresen-

tationofdoorways in geometrically identical environments.14,55We

did not find this; however, it is currently unknown how biological

BVCs respond todoors.Avariant, thecontextualgatingmodel,56,57

where different BVCs drive place cells in different contexts, could

predict different maps for each box. Additional factors might

explain box differentiation: the task, the greater salience of distal

landmarks or the presence of uncontrolled local cues (self-depos-

ited odors, rats visually differentiating real and dummydoors, etc.).

However,presenceofdistal cuesdoesnotpreventplacefield repe-

tition,4,58–60 and rats could not differentiate compartments in a

spatial discrimination task.4 Finally, the different orientations of

box entry pointsmight have helped box disambiguation or pattern

separation.61 Indeed, the point of entry into a compartment affects

place cell firing,62,63 and in experiments evidencing place field

repetition, each doorway had the same orientation.4,24,25,26
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Five Lister-Hoodedmale rats weighing approximately 300-600 g and aged 3-6months at the start of the experiment were used. They

were first housed in pairs at 20 ± 2�C under a 12/12h light/dark cycle starting at 12 AM. They were provided with ad libitum water,

food, environmental enrichment and daily handling from the experimenter. After implant surgery, rats were housed individually and

allowed to recover for one week before food-restriction started to maintain their weight at 90%–95% of free-feeding body weight.

One of the rats had prior experience with a spatial task in the same experimental room and another one had prior experience with

a linear track task in a different room; the other 3 rats were naive. All procedures complied with the national [Animals (Scientific Pro-

cedures) Act, 1986 United Kingdom] and international [European Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/EEC)]

legislation governing the maintenance of laboratory animals and their use in scientific experiments.

METHOD DETAILS

Overall summary
Upon arrival in the rat colony, rats were handled daily for at least a week, implanted and allowed to recover for another week. They

were then food-restricted, trained, and screened for place cells. Once rats had passed all training phases and signals from putative

place cells (> 4 simultaneous cells) were detected, they were recorded in two different sequences (1 per day), in baseline conditions

(all doors open) and test conditions (1 door locked both ways or all doors locked only one-way). After successful recordings in each
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sequence type, the tetrodes were lowered in an attempt to detect new cells and recordings were repeated in each phase, usually with

a new door condition (e.g., a different door was locked or all doors were locked the other way); this process continued until fewer than

4 cells were detected simultaneously. Rats were then perfused transcardially with saline followed by 9% formalin and their brains

were extracted and stained to confirm the location of recording tetrodes.

Room and experimental environment
The experimental room was equipped with distinct distal visual cues on each wall and dim ceiling lighting. A schematic of the appa-

ratus and room cues as well as photos is shown in Figure S1A. The experimenter, the recording system and the computer desk were

in the same room. The custom-built recording apparatus consisted of four 60x60 cm gray-painted wooden boxes connected to each

other via four 16x16 cmdark gray door systems. Each box also had two ‘dummydoors’ (same dimensions and color as the real doors,

but made of one panel instead of two) appended to their external sides (Figure 1A). All walls were 20 cm high and were made of

painted hardboard with small (�4mm diameter) perforations. On the corner of each box, a bell was placed which could be activated

remotely by pulling a string from the experimenter’s desk. The bell system acted as a sound cue to inform the rat of the next rewarded

box. The door mechanism consisted of two vertical panels glued to a rotating wooden rod and equipped with one spring each, to

ensure that the door would remain shut unless it was being pushed. Curved black plastic stripes were added on the top of the doors

to guide the recording cables. A slot present at the top of each door panel allowed for the insertion of 4 small metallic locks that could

block the panel on one or both sides. Since the lockswere inserted at the top, the rats could not see them unless theywere in a rearing

position. Thus, the doors would look and feel the same from a rat’s point of view whether locked or not, the only difference being that

locked doors could not be pushed open. Note that we indifferently use ‘‘locked’’ or ‘‘closed’’ to mean a door that cannot be pushed.

The 4-room environment was placed on top of 60 cm-high cardboard boxes. A padded headcap was added around the drives and

headstages to help rats with door-pushing and absorb possible shocks on the implants. An overhead camera centered on the envi-

ronment provided video input to the tracking system. Tracking and electrophysiology data were collected using a 64-channel

recording system (DacqUSB, Axona, St. Albans, UK). During screening, recording andmost of the training, the animal was connected

to the recording system via 4 flexible cables attached to the ceiling by elastic bands.

An elevated rotating platform (80 cm high) was placed next to the environment where rats could rest before and after screening /

training / recording sessions. Screening sessions (i.e., monitoring brain signals to decide whether tetrodes were in the hippocampal

cell layer or not and move the tetrodes accordingly) were run in a plastic 120x120 cm black square with 20 cm high walls placed on

top of the 4-room environment.

Task
The final task, used during all recordings and most of the training, consisted of separate sessions which each contained an explo-

ration phase followed by several ‘trials’ starting at a bell sound and ending before the next bell sound. The food reward used during

the experiment was either rice krispies / coco pops (Kelloggs, Michigan, US) or rice pops / choco pops (Waitrose and partners, Lon-

don, UK). The reward type could change across days but would remain the same throughout a given recording sequence.

During the exploration phase, the rat was placed in a given compartment with no food provided and allowed to explore all 4 boxes.

After this, the task trials started. On a given trial, the bell of a specific box was rung and food was thrown there by the experimenter;

once the rat reached the rewarded box, more food would be thrown or placed in the box at regular intervals. During this specific step,

the experimenter would sometimes come closer to the box to place food in specific places; attention was drawn to placing food in

front of doors (real or dummy), in corners, and in any under-sampled locations. The ‘trial’ ended after a given time passed in the same

box (at least 30 s, excluding time spent out of the rewarded box). Then, a new trial started using the next box, selected from a pre-

determined goal list, until all boxes of the sequence had been visited. The goal list was created pseudo-randomly by the experi-

menter with the following constraints: each box (A, B, C and D, Figure 1B) should be used 3 times as goal, making up 12 trials in total;

all four boxes should be used before repeating a box; distances between successive boxes should vary. An example goal list would

be ABDC BACD CBAD. A new list was generated for each recording sequence.

A daily recording sequencewas divided into 5 sessions, each using the same goal list. The first two sessions were considered the

baseline, with all four doors open both ways. The next two sessions were the test sessions, using either a ‘closed-door’ configu-

ration (1 door locked both ways) or a ‘one-way’ configuration (all 4 doors open only one way). The last session of the sequence was

back to baseline, i.e., all doors open. In between sessions, the rat was placed on the elevated platform with access to water and

allowed to rest for 5 or 10 min. During this time, the experimenter manipulated all 4 doors to minimize possible olfactory biases

and locked or opened the appropriate doors.

In summary, there were two possible sequences:

‘Closed-Door’ sequence = all open, all open, closed, closed, all open (Figure 1B).

‘One-way’ sequence = all open, all open, one-way, one-way, all open (Figure 1C).

A ‘Closed-Door’ sequence was generally followed on the next day by a ‘One-Way’ sequence or was repeated with a different

locked door. Tetrodes were advanced by at least �25mm to sample new cells only when a rat had successfully completed one of

each sequence type. In some cases the same sequence type was recorded without advancing the tetrodes, meaning that the

same sample of place cells could have been recorded, but the order of rewarded boxes and the chosen locked door(s) were always
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different in each session. Themaze was cleaned with alcohol spray between animals, and urine traces or faeces were locally cleaned

on the rare occasions when they appeared during the experiment or when detected between sessions. No attempt was made to re-

move other possible olfactory cues left by the rats between sessions of a recording sequence.

Training
All rats were pre-trained post-surgery in the four-room environment for 2 to 5 sessions every weekday, as detailed below. Two of the

rats were also used before implant surgery to pilot the door system, one of those in a different room and apparatus. Training in the 4-

room took 6 to 15 days (median = 10 days) depending on how fast the rats reached the final criteria; during this they were also

screened for hippocampal cells. Training aimed to familiarise rats with: i) pushing doors, ii) foraging efficiently in each box and iii)

running for food for long periods of time (the experiment lasting on average 2.5h each day). No explicit training of the association

between the goal and the bell sound was done. Undesirable behaviors like climbing on walls or doors and chewing maze parts

were discouraged from the start of training by either making a loud clapping noise or pushing the rats. Training data were not

analyzed. Training followed the three following phases:

Familiarisation
Rats were allowed to freely explore the maze without food. After 5 min, rats were taken out of the environment and placed onto the

elevated platform. This was repeated once per box.

Door training
With food present in all 4 boxes, rats were released in a randombox and taken out of the environment after 10min or once all food had

been eaten, whichever came first. After 5 min, if the rat hadn’t gone spontaneously through a door, the experimenter would

encourage door-pushing (e.g., going through a door with a hand, holding the door half-open, attracting the rat to the other side of

a door with noises or food). This phase was repeated until rats were able to easily use doors to move from box to box. Interestingly,

most rats started to use the doors spontaneously from early maze exposure.

Task learning
Rats were plugged in to the recording system from the third session of this phase. Here, rats were doing the task as described above

(STAR methods - Task), except that each training session lasted 20 min maximum. For three of the rats (r35, r37 and r38), locked

doors (either one closed door or one one-way door) were introduced once they had mastered the baseline condition of the task.

For the other two rats, closed-door sessions were added every 2-4 ‘all-open’ sessions. For all rats except r35, only two of the doors

were used as closed or one-way doors during training so that the other two, new doors could be closed in priority during the actual

recording. Rats were considered ready for recordings once they could do 11 trials (as defined in STAR methods - Task) in 20 min for

two out of the last three training sessions, except for r44 for whom the criterion was 11 trials in 25 min. Rats’ behavior was generally

quite disturbed upon their first closed-door encounter (i.e., rats might try to pull on doors, push harder, climb, or avoid all doors alto-

gether) but stabilized after a few more encounters. Sequences where rats stopped performing the task before completing the full

sequence were excluded from the analysis (8 Closed-Door and 1 One-Way excluded).

Microdrive and implantation surgery
Axona drives (MDR-xx, Axona, UK) were loadedwith 8 tetrodesmade of four 17 mmof diameter platinum-iridiumwires (California Fine

Wire, Grover Beach, CA). Tetrode tips were gold-plated (Non-Cyanide Gold Plating Solution, Neuralynx Inc., MT) using a NanoZ sys-

tem (White Matter LLC) to reduce the impedance to 180–250 kU at 1kHz. Two drives were implanted on each rat (one per hemi-

sphere), above the CA1 field of dorsal hippocampus, using standard stereotaxic procedures under isoflurane anesthesia and sterile

conditions. The coordinates relative to Bregma were as follows: AP: �3.5 to 4.0 mm; ML: ± 2.4mm; DV: 1.3 to 1.5 mm from dura

surface. Both drives shared the same ground wire, connected to a ground screw above the cerebellum. 6 jewellers’ screws helped

anchor the drive to the skull, together with one layer of Super-Bond C&B (Sun Medical, Shiga) followed by several layers of dental

cement (Simplex Rapid, Kemdent�). A long-acting analgesic (Carprofen) and saline solution were given subcutaneously at the start

of surgery. Post-surgery, rats were provided with another analgesic (Meloxicam) in their food for 3 days.

Screening and recording
Daily or twice-daily screening sessions (spaced by at least 4h) started 1 week post-surgery, during which the animal rested on the

elevated platform then foraged for the same reward used in the experiment in the square plastic environment for 8-16 min. Signals

were screened for signs of sharp-wave ripples and pyramidal cells. If no hippocampal activity was detected, tetrodes were lowered

by approximately 25 or 50 mm. Extracellular activity was collected with DacqUSB, the signal was first sampled at 50kHZ, amplified

then band-pass filtered between 300 and 7000 Hz, digitized at 48 kHz and could be further amplified 10–40 times at the experi-

menter’s discretion. Local Field Potential (LFP) data was obtained by sampling signals from selected channels at 4.8 kHz. Note

that LFP data was not used in the current study.
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Histology
When no more than 4 putative CA1 signals were observed in a given rat and sharp-wave ripple amplitude was observed to decrease

on both drives, small electrolytic lesions were created by passing a positive current (5 mm for 10 s) through chosen electrodes while

the animal was deeply anaesthetised. The rats were then overdosed with pentobarbitone before being transcardially perfused with a

saline solution followed by a formalin solution (10%). The brains were preserved in formalin for at least 2 days, then, optionally into a

30% sucrose solution for another 2-3 days. Brains were then frozen and sectioned in 40microns slices stained with Cresyl Violet. The

electrode tracks and lesions signs were detected under a microscope to confirm recording sites. All recording sites used in the anal-

ysis were confirmed to be in hippocampus CA1 on both hemispheres (see Figures S1B and S1C.

Position tracking
The head position of animals was tracked continuously at 50Hz, using an infrared LED affixed to the recording headstage and custom

tracking software (DacqTrack, Axona Ltd., St. Albans, UK). For segments of missing tracking data, we simultaneously interpolated

and smoothed the existing data using an unsupervised, robust, discretized, n-dimensional spline smoothing algorithm (MATLAB

function smoothn64,65). For each sequence of sessions, wemanually fitted awire-frame to the position data, fromwhich we extracted

the maze boundary and doorway positions.

Event flags
Experimenters recorded behavioral events such as door pushes (whether they led to a door-crossing or not) and bell sounds online

during recording by pressing on a miniature wireless keyboard. The recording system stored the time and type of keypress synchro-

nized with neural and position data. Although the majority of these manual event flags were correct and utilized in priority, incorrect

flags were corrected programmatically offline based on the animal’s tracked position in combination with trial-specific data. These

corrections apply only to the behavioral measures related to bell sounds (STAR methods - Response to bell sounds), correct door

pushes and correct foraging (STAR methods - Correct door pushes and correct foraging). Bell sound events recorded by the exper-

imenters were never corrected. However, aminority of trials were rejected because the rat was tracked in the rewarded compartment

synchronously with the bell sound and thus no first door push or foraging choice could be determined. In further trials a door pushwas

recorded that was not possible given the animal’s location and these were replaced with the first door through which the animal

moved after the bell sound. The majority of these two error types were due to short time lags between the animal’s behavior and

registering the event flag key press. Lastly, in a subset of trials, no door push was recorded and the missing value was filled using

the first door through which the animal moved after the bell sound.

Behavior discrimination
Animals engaged in two different modes of behavior which we termed ‘foraging’ or ‘goal-directed’. When animals moved through the

maze in a fast and direct way (for instance after a bell sound but before they reached the food), marked by rapid and direct locomo-

tion, we classified the behavior as goal-directed. Other periods were spent freely searching for food (for instance after arriving in a

rewarded box) andweremarked by slower and circuitous locomotion, this was categorised as foraging. These two behavioral modes

were automatically categorised. For each visit an animal made to a box, it was categorised as foraging if i) the distance covered in the

visit was more than 120cm and ii) the animal covered more than 20% of the box area during the visit.

Distance was calculated as the total distance traveled along the visit path in non-overlapping 1 s windows, coverage area was

calculated by dividing boxes into 100 bins (unsmoothed) and counting the proportion of bins containing more than 1 position data

sample. For comparison, theminimum distance between two doorways along a circular arc would be approximately 50cm and cover

approximately 10%of a box. Conversely, rats were considered to be in a goal-directedmode if: i) moving through a door (1 s before to

1 s after), ii) pushing on a door (2 s before to 1 s after) or iii) not foraging.

Response to bell sounds
To test whether rats were aware of and responded to the bell sounds, we first compared their running speed in the period 1 s before

and 1 s after each bell sound. Instantaneous speed was calculated for every position data point as the total distance traveled divided

by time passed.

Next, we looked at the time between a bell sound and the next door push and compared these values to a shuffle. For the shufflewe

generated N random time points uniformly throughout each session where N was the number of real door push events. We then

calculated for each bell sound the time between that and the next random time point. This procedure provides the time expected

between bell sounds and door pushes if the two events were completely dissociated.

Correct door pushes and correct foraging
We next sought to determine whether rats navigated to rewarded boxes using optimal paths. For each session we generated a graph

with directed edges (MATLAB digraph) representing the nodes and possible routes given the maze structure and connectivity. Using

this graph, we calculated theminimum number of doors that would need to be crossed whenmoving between any two boxes and the

optimal door sequence that would need to be used. For example, with all doors open the minimum distance between boxes A and B

would be 1: moving through the door directly between them. However, if this door was locked the minimum distance would instead

be 3 as the rat would have to travel via boxes D and C.
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With this approach, for every bell sound we looked at the first door push the rats made following the bell and assessed whether this

door belonged to the optimal path to the rewarded box given the maze connectivity. We then analyzed the performance of rats de-

pending on the distance from the start box to the goal box. In this analysis, when all doors were open (sessions O1, O2 and O3) we

discarded trials where the rat was diagonally opposite the correct box (distance of 2) as in this case both doors and paths would be

equally optimal. Similarly, in the open sessions the rat could never be 3 or more doors away from the correct box. In the sessions with

a connectivity change (C1 and C2), optimality at all possible distances was assessed.

Regardless of the route taken after a bell sound we also sought to determine whether rats preferentially started to forage in the

rewarded box. For this we looked for the first box in which the rat foraged after each bell sound (STAR methods: Behavior discrim-

ination) and assessed whether this was the rewarded box or not. This analysis was independent of the optimality analysis described

above, meaning that a rat could take a non-optimal path or push on locked doors but still forage first in the rewarded box.

Neural activity analyses
Single-unit data were first processed using an automated spike-sorting algorithm (Klustakwik v3.0,66) using the first three principal

components and peak waveform amplitude as parameters. Manual refinement of the classification was then done using the TINT

spike-sorting software (Axona, St Albans, UK). Only well-isolated putative pyramidal cells were kept (pyramidal-like waveforms,

no or few spikes in the refractory period).

Firing rate maps and spatial information
Spike and dwell time maps were constructed as bivariate histograms of the spike and position data respectively (2cm square bins,

MATLAB: hist3) after speed-filtering the data to remove periods where the animal’s running speed was less than 5 cm/s (to avoid

contamination of the data by possible reactivation events). Thesemapswere then smoothedwith a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel

(standard deviation: 2.5 bins, kernel size: 93 9 bins, MATLAB: imgaussfilt). Firing rate maps were calculated by dividing spike maps

by the corresponding dwell map for that session. In all maps, bins visited by the animal for less than 0.05 s were considered empty.

This procedurewas repeated using i) all spike and position data, ii) data filtered to include only foraging behavior and iii) data filtered to

include only goal-directed behavior, always using only speed-filtered data (STAR methods: Behavior discrimination).

Spatial information content in bits/second was calculated using a method reported previously67 as:

spatial information =
XN
i = 1

pi

li

l
log2

li

l

where the environment is divided into non-overlapping spatial bins i = 1,..., N, pi is the occupancy probability of bin i, li is the mean

firing rate for bin i, and l is the overall mean firing rate of the cell. We compared these spatial information values to a shuffle distri-

bution using a method reported previously68; briefly, spike sequences were time-shifted by a random time interval (between 20 s and

the duration of the session minus 20 s) in a circular manner. This method maintains their temporal order and total number while de-

coupling the spike times from the animal trajectory. For each shuffle we reconstructed a firing rate map and recalculated its spatial

information content as described above. This procedure was repeated 100 times for each neuron. A neuron was defined as signif-

icantly spatially modulated if the observed spatial information content exceeded the 95th percentile (MATLAB: prctile) of its shuffled

distribution.

Whenever activity between compartments was compared (e.g., place field repetition analysis, doorway rate map correlations an-

alyses), the rate maps for individual boxes were smoothed separately to avoid spuriously smoothing data between neighboring

boxes. We constructed box-specific maps by cutting position and spike data to within the boundary (minimum enclosing rectangle)

of each box. Firing rate maps were then constructed as described above. From these box-specific maps we also extracted 25cm

radius regions around each doorway which were used in the doorway specific analyses. In all other cases, i.e., when whole maps

of the environment were compared to each other, the map was smoothed as a whole.

Unit classification
Units were classified as putative place cells if their mean firing rate was greater than 0.1Hz in at least 2 sessions and if, in the session

with the highest firing rate:

1. Average firing rate was greater than 0.1 Hz and less than 5 Hz and;

2. Spatial information content was greater than 0.5 bits/second and;

3. Spatial information content exceeded the 95th percentile of a spike train shuffle and;

4. The cell’s width of waveform (peak to trough) was greater than 300ms.

A cluster’s width of waveform was defined as the time between its maximum and minimum amplitude (peak to trough). We ex-

tracted this value from the channel with the greatest amplitude in the session with the highest firing rate. All further analyses were

conducted only on those cells passing these criteria, which aimed at removing possible interneurons, silent cells and non-spatial

cells. Note that obvious interneurons (high-firing clusters with small width of waveform) were removed at the spike-sorting stage

as we were focusing on place cells, and interneurons are generally too heterogeneous to analyze. Cells were analyzed separately

in the two sequences of conditions (whichmay contain repeated recordings of the same cell). Within the same condition, it is possible
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that the same cell was recorded more than once, although we would often lower the tetrodes by at least 25mm between two record-

ings of the same type and we manipulated a different door in consecutive recordings of the same type. Finally, all analyses were

repeated on one session per rat – the one with most simultaneously recorded cells - with similar results and conclusions (data not

shown).

Rate map correlations
We correlated the spatial activity of place cells at three different levels of specificity, between sessions, between boxes and between

doorways. All correlations were pairwise Pearson correlations (MATLAB corr) andwe only correlated a pair of firing ratemapswhen at

least onemap had a peak firing rate greater than 1Hz4. Using this process we compared every session to every other session within a

sequence, every box to every other box within a sequence and every doorway to every other doorway within a sequence.

For session comparisons we extracted the correlations between sessions O1 and O2 (first two sessions with all doors open) which

gives a baseline measure of the stability of place cells in an unchanging environment. We then extracted the comparisons between

O2 and C1 (the last open door session and the first closed door session); if cells changed their firing in response to a change in con-

nectivity we would expect these correlations to be lower than the baseline. We also looked at the change in firing over time by ex-

tracting correlations between sessions separated by increasing durations (i.e., O1 andO2 are consecutive while O1 andO3 are sepa-

rated by 3 sessions or approximately 90 minutes).

We also looked more specifically at activity around the doorways. For this we looked at each side of every door separately and we

categorised these into two groups: the ‘closed/control’ group consisted of the doors that were locked during sessions C1 and C2, the

‘open’ group consisted of all other doors. Note that in the One-Way sequence a single doorway will contribute one side to the closed/

control group and one side to the open group. Next, we extracted the correlations between sessions O1 and O2 separated into

closed/control and open doorway values. These were then averaged so that every cell contributed one value to each group. As

before, this acts as a baseline and we compared it to the same values extracted from correlations between sessions O2 and C1.

Individual remapping between sessions
To more broadly categorise remapping between the different sessions, for every individual cell we looked at if, where and when re-

mapping occurred between consecutive sessions. First, for each place cell we correlated the firing rate maps for consecutive ses-

sions (O1 &O2,O2 &C1, C1 &C2 andC2&O3). Remappingwas defined as a change of spatial firing pattern at an above-chance level

where chance was determined using a shuffle procedure. For this, for every sequence of sessions with more than 10 simultaneously

recorded place cells (12 sequences for Closed-Door, 9 for One-Way) we correlated the rate maps of random cells between each ses-

sion and the next, a thousand times. These shuffled distributions were very similar and thus combined to give four distributions, each

one describing the chance of remapping between consecutive sessions. We then compared the between-session correlation values

of all place cells to these combined shuffles; when the value for a given cell was lower than the 95th percentile of the corresponding

shuffle we considered that it had remapped between those two sessions. The rationale for shuffling within sequences was to ensure

cells were only compared to others recorded under the same behavioral constraints. For every cell, this procedure yields four binary

outcomes (remapping or no remapping betweenO1&O2,O2 &C1, C1 &C2 andC2&O3). For visualization we generated a histogram

of all 16 possible combinations.

Foraging versus goal-directed remapping
After differentiating foraging from goal-directed behavior (STAR methods - Behavior discrimination) we sought to compare the firing

of place cells between these two states. First, for each place cell we correlated its foraging and goal-directed firing rate map in each

session (O1, O2, C1, C2 and O3). Remapping was defined as a change of spatial firing pattern between these at an above-chance

level where chance was determined using a shuffle procedure similar to that described above (STARmethods -Remapping between

sessions), but comparing foraging maps to goal-directed maps of random cells within the same session. We then compared the dis-

tribution of observed correlation values from all place cells to these combined shuffles for each session. If the median observed cor-

relation value fell above the 95th percentile of the corresponding shuffle distribution we considered that cells were more stable be-

tween foraging and goal-directed modes than chance.

Firing rate remapping
In addition to the correlation-based analyses described in themain text, we also looked at rate remapping (changes in place cell firing

rate independent of spatial changes) using a method described previously24. Briefly, this followed the same procedure as the cor-

relation analyses but using the following difference metric in place of the Pearson r correlation:

Fuhs =

P
xjf1ðxÞ � f2ðxÞjP
xjf1ðxÞj+ jf2ðxÞj

where the variable x ranges overmap locations, and f1ðxÞ and f2ðxÞ are two place field firing ratemaps that have been zero-normalized

by subtracting off their respective mean firing rates. As outlined by Fuhs and colleagues24, the metric calculates the ratio of the dif-

ference between rate maps to the difference between each rate map and its mean. Thus, the metric equals 0 for identical fields and

approaches a maximum of 1 when maps differ either spatially or in terms of firing rate. We used this ‘Fuhs metric’ to compare firing
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rate maps between sessions and only for those place cells which were found not to significantly spatially remap between any ses-

sions (see STAR methods - Remapping between sessions).

Place fields
When detecting place fields, we used smoothed, speed-filtered (> 5cm/s) firing rate maps generated only from foraging data, as

described in STAR methods: Firing rate maps and spatial information. Firing rate maps were thresholded to 20% of their maximum

value, place fields were defined as regions within the thresholded maps with i) an area greater than 9 contiguous bins and ii) a peak

firing rate greater than 1Hz.

For each field we extracted its area (number of bins in the region), weighted centroid (center of the region based on bin locations

and firing rates), convex hull (coordinates ofminimum enclosing polygon) andmean firing rate (average bin value, all values calculated

using MATLAB regionprops).

Place field repetition
To quantify the prevalence of place field repetition, for every place cell we calculated the average correlation between all possible

pairs of boxes for each session independently. We compared the resulting distributions to chance, where chance was determined

using a shuffle procedure similar to that described above (STAR methods - Remapping between sessions) but comparing box firing

rate maps to box maps of random cells within the same session. Additionally, for session O2 only, we repeated this procedure after

dividing place cells into groups based on the number of place cells they exhibited in this session.

For all sessions the distribution of observed correlations differed from the shuffles andwas significantly shifted toward 1. This result

suggests greater place field repetition than chance but does not quantify the degree of place field repetition. For this we designed

shuffles to test if the observed values reflected place field repetition in 2, 3 or 4 boxes. For each shuffle we took each cell in turn and

collected all 4 compartments for session O1. We next selected a random compartment and duplicated this across multiple compart-

ments (2, 3 or 4 depending on the shuffle type). For the duplication we took the rate maps for that compartment across the different

sessions. For example, a shuffle designed to reflect repetition in two compartmentsmight include compartment A, B andC in session

O1 and compartment A from session O2. Our reasoning was that the same compartment sampled in different sessions provides a

good approximation for sampling the same field in multiple compartments (assuming place field repetition).

Place field overrepresentation
Next, to test if more or fewer fields were found around the locked doors, for each session we found the total number of fields with their

centroid less than 25cm from each door. For theClosed-Door sequencewe then calculated the average number of fields around the 3

open doors and compared this to the number of fields around the locked door. If these were equally represented we would expect

50% of this total to fall around each door type in each session, which we tested using a chi-square test of equal proportions (custom

MATLAB function, p-values were corrected across sessions using the Holm-Bonferroni method). For One-Way sequences we used a

similar procedure except that we compared the number of fields within 25cm of the locked sides of the doors to the open sides.

To test more generally if doorways were overrepresented relative to the boxes and dummy doors, for each session and for each

sequence type separately we counted the number of fields falling within 25cm of any door, any box center or any dummy door and

expressed these values as proportions of the total of the three ðNÞ. We then calculated the total surface of each test area by taking the

median across all dwell maps and thresholding the resulting map to discard bins with a median of less than 0.01 s. Surface area was

then calculated as the total remaining bins within 25cmof the test areas. The expected proportion of fields for each test area was then

estimated as the proportion of total surface area in the dwell map included in this test area multiplied by N. Lastly, we tested the

observed proportions against the expected proportions using a chi-square test of equal proportions (custom MATLAB function as

above).

Place field firing rate and area
To further test if field properties such asmean in-field firing rate and total field area (STARmethods: Place fields) changed in response

to a change in connectivity we extracted all place fields with a weighted centroid within 25cm of a doorway and calculated average

values for each session.

Next, we separated fields into 2 groups: those with a weighted centroid within 25cm of a door (or side of a door in the One-Way

sequence) which remained open throughout the sequence and those within 25cm of one which was locked during the sequence. For

visualization we rotated fields in the Closed-Door sequences so that the locked doorway was always at the bottom and for the One-

Way sequences we flipped the fields along the x axis so that fields on the locked or open side of a door would overlap. For each

spatial bin we then counted the total number of overlapping fields observed in that bin and plotted the result as a density heatmap.

Finally, we calculated the average area and mean in-field firing rate for each group in each session and sequence.

Place field extent across doors
To test if fields that extended across doorways continued to do so when these doors were locked we found all of the fields within

25cm of a door that was locked in C1. We then found the area (total bins) found on each side of the door (a and b) and calculated

a ‘bridge index’ as:
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This index varies from 0when a field’s area is entirely on one side of the door to 1when a field’s area is equally distributed on each side

of the door. For visualization we then projected the field convex hull onto an axis perpendicular to the locked door and extracted the

maximum limits of this projection and the centroid along this axis.

Bayesian decoding of box quadrants
Position decoding was performed using a memoryless Bayesian algorithm that assumes spiking is Poissonian, independent across

neurons, and compares the spiking vector of simultaneously recorded cells to their expected firing rates given by their ratemaps27,28.

We used rate maps constructed from O1 when decoding position from neural activity in session O2 and O2 rate maps were used for

C1 decoding, meaning the ‘test’ and ‘training’ data always belonged to different datasets.

The position and spike data of place cells were discretized into t = 300 ms windows. Windows in which the animal had a velocity

less than 5 cm/s were removed to reduce contamination by the non-local reactivations that can arise during hippocampal replay.

Only sessions with at least 15 simultaneously recorded place cells were considered (Closed-Door, n = 9; One-Way, n = 3). The num-

ber of spikes that occurred in a given cell during a decoding window is denoted as si and thus the vector of spiking activity for all

simultaneously recorded cells is s= fs1; s2; s3; .g. For every position x and place cell i, the expected value for the firing rate lix
is retrieved from the rate map. Using the Poissonian assumption, the probability of observing spike vector s given x is:

P
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Y
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Pðsijx
�
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And via Bayes’ rule:
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By using a uniform prior distribution PðxÞ, and enforcing

P
x
Pðx��sÞ= 1, the decoded position becomes:
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The decoded positions and true positions were assigned to a box and a quadrant using a set of inequalities based on linear equations

centered around the centroid coordinates of the compartments. For each session we generated a 163 16 confusion matrix of actual

versus predicted locations, wherein each cell is populated using:

Confusion½i; j� =
X
k = 0

ði == true quadrantkÞ and ðj == decoded quadrantkÞ

A mean confusion matrix was computed for each session type (O2 Closed-Door, O2 One-Way, C1 Closed-Door, C1 One-Way). The

rows of the session confusion matrices were converted to probability distributions by dividing by the sum of the row.

Field distance to doorway
To track the position of place fields across sessions (Figure S5) we applied k-means clustering to the field weighted centroids (MAT-

LAB evalclusters with gap evaluation at [1...N] clusters where N was the greatest number of unique fields observed in a session).

When analyzing the shift of fields between sessions we excluded fields that moved more than 60cm (the side length of a box). We

tested if fields shifted their positions relative to the control or locked door between sessions. To test this, we calculated the distance

between every field and every doorway. For Closed-Door sequences, we calculated themean and standard deviation of the distance

to the closest 16 fields around the three unchanging doors and compared this to the mean and standard deviation of the distances to

the closest 16 fields around the locked door. For One-Way sequences, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of the dis-

tance to the closest 8 fields on the closed side of each door and compared this to themean and standard deviation of the distances to

the closest 8 fields on the open side of each door.

Cluster quality measures
Cluster quality (Table S2) was estimated by calculating isolation distance69,70, Lratio and peak waveform amplitude, taken as the high-

est amplitude reached by the four mean cluster waveforms in the session with the highest firing rate. For cluster C, containing nC
spikes, isolation distance is defined as the squared Mahalanobis distance of the nC

th closest non-C spike to the center of C. The

squared Mahalanobis distance was calculated as:

D2
i;C = ðxi � mCÞT �

X1

C

ðxi �mCÞ
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where xi is the vector containing features for spike i, and mC is the mean feature vector for cluster C. A higher value indicates better

isolation from non-cluster spikes. The L quantity was defined as:

LðcÞ =
X
i;C

1� CDFx2
df

�
D2

i;C

�

where i;C is the set of spikes which are not members of the cluster and CDFx2
df
is the cumulative distribution function of the distri-

bution with 8 degrees of freedom. The cluster quality measure, Lratio was thus defined as L divided by the total number of spikes in the

cluster.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistics were performed in MATLAB (The Mathworks, 2020a). Omnibus tests included two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs

(MATLAB ANOVAN with repeated-measure included as a random variable) and two-way ANOVAs (MATLAB ANOVAN). The most

common two-way repeated-measures ANOVA design consisted of door type (closed/open) as the between subject variable, session

(O1, O2, O3 .) as the within subject variable and animal as the repeated-measure. Example responses included door pushes or

correlations. These tests included two-way interactions. Two-way ANOVA designs were similar but without the repeated-measure;

often these were used for electrophysiology data containing missing values (i.e., cells not active in every session). In all cases, post

hoc tests were based on estimated marginal means and corrected using the Tukey-Kramer method (MATLAB multcompare). For

post hoc tests the repeated-measure was treated as a fixed instead of random variable but we only considered comparisons be-

tween groups and not across the repeated-measure of sessions.

Other tests included one-way ANOVAs (MATLAB anova1), one- and two-sample t tests (MATLAB ttest and ttest2), two-sample

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (MATLAB kstest2) and chi-square tests of expected proportions. Chi-square tests were calculated as:

X2 =
X
i

ðOi � EiÞ2
Ei

where O are the observed values and E are the expected values. The degrees of freedom, c, are N-1 where N is the number of ex-

pected values; p was calculated as one minus the value of the Chi-square distribution at X2 with degrees of freedom c (MATLAB

chi2cdf).

All tests were two-sided unless otherwise stated. Where multiple t tests or chi-square tests were used to compare grouped values

to chance we controlled the family-wise error rate by correcting the p values using the Holm-Bonferroni method71. Briefly, p values

were ranked in ascending order and each value was then compared to a corresponding cutoff calculated as:

cutoff =
a

n � rank + 1

where ⍺was the target significance threshold which was always set to 0.05 and n was the total number of p values to correct. Each p

value was then compared to this cutoff in turn, the first p value that exceeded its cutoff and all following p values were considered

non-significant and corrected to 0.99.
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